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Crossing an Unknown Bridge
Have you ever had a task that you dreaded doing but the end result made it worth
it? As I write this, I’m thinking about how I need to mow my lawn.
Taking our family photo is one of those tasks that we dread. The mere mention of it
to my family elicits a collective groan, and for good reason. Trying to find a time to take
the photo and then coming up with an inspiring location is exhausting. Not to mention
the task of trying to figure out what we’re all going to wear. And we know it’s not going
to be a quick endeavor. Once we get to the location, we have to find the right spots and
take numerous photos, adjusting for lighting, positioning, closed eyes and awkward
smiles. And someone (probably me) is certainly going to get frustrated that things
aren’t going quickly or according to plan. Tensions will rise and patience will be tested.
It’s the same every year. Who wants to go through all that?
But afterwards, when the photos are all downloaded oﬀ the camera and edited on
the computer, we’re always glad we did it.
This year we decided to take our photo at a local park near us. Based on online
reviews, I thought it would be an interesting location with plenty of scenic backdrops.
After walking around and taking a few photos, Jen suggested we pose on a short
bridge that extends over the Oso Creek.
Bridges are interesting because of what they symbolize. Bridges not only help us
get to another destination but they help us overcome obstacles that can make the
journey more diﬃcult. In our photo, we’re standing in the middle of a bridge, not quite
yet to the other side. I think that truly depicts where we’re at in this season of life.
As you know, our boys are seniors in high school and they have been busy applying
for schools and preparing for the next step in their educational journey.
For us, we’re keenly aware that at this time next year, we may very well be empty
nesters. Our boys are busily preparing to leave; they have started to cross the bridge,
but they’re not yet on the other side.
A few weeks ago, our entire family boarded a redeye flight from LAX to visit the
Naval Academy, which is one of our boys’ top choices for next year. It was a whirlwind
trip but it was fun to see the campus, meet the Cross Country coach and even see a
former high school friend who is a current cadet. We don’t know for sure if our boys
will end up at the Naval Academy or somewhere else, but it was another reminder
that we’re on a bridge, headed for something new.
Jen and I are doing our best to enjoy this season, attempting to live in the present
moment while peering to the other side of the bridge.
I’m reminded of message I heard recently in which the pastor urged us to
celebrate each day and be grateful for each moment. He quoted Psalm 118:24, which
says, “this is the day which Lord has
made; let us rejoice and be glad in it.”
We are so grateful for you and your
prayers for us. Please pray that we
would accept each day the Lord gives
us and rejoice!

Top: Jen poses with Jacob and Joshua after
their League Finals Cross Country race.
Middle: The United States Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Maryland
Bottom: Jacob (left) and Joshua pose with
Cameron Hurd, a current Naval Academy cadet
who was a senior at the boys’ high school when
they were piddly little freshmen.
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